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Abstract. In a feedforward network of integrate-and-ﬁre
neurons, where the ﬁring of each layer is synchronous
(synﬁre chain), the ﬁnal ﬁring state of the network
converges to two attractor states: either a full activation
or complete fading of the tailing layers. In this article, we
analyze various modes of pattern propagation in a
synﬁre chain with random connection weights and deltatype postsynaptic currents. We predict analytically that
when the input is fully synchronized and the network is
noise free, varying the characteristics of the weights
distribution would result in modes of behavior that are
diﬀerent from those described in the literature. These are
convergence to ﬁxed points, limit cycles, multiple periodic, and possibly chaotic dynamics. We checked our
analytic results by computer simulation of the network,
and showed that the above results can be generalized
when the input is asynchronous and neurons are
spontaneously active at low rates.

1 Introduction
In recent years, the role and importance of synchrony in
cortical neural assemblies has been widely investigated.
Besides many empirical studies indicating the presence
of synchronous activity in biological neural systems
(Abeles 1991; König et al. 1995; Lachaux et al. 1999;
Usrey and Reid 1999), the computational importance of
synchrony in neural networks has also been a focus of
interest (Hummel and Biederman 1992; Somers and
Kopell 1993; Pinsky and Rinzel 1995; Hansel and
Sompolinsky 1996; Lumer et al. 1997).
Synchronized ﬁring activity in successive neural pools
in a time window much less than the membrane time
constant (the so-called synﬁre chain activity), has been
detected experimentally in cortical areas of the brain
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(Abeles 1991; Miller 1996; Prut et al. 1998) and has also
been studied through simulations (Abeles 1991; MacGregor et al. 1995; Aertsen et al. 1996; Hertz and PrügelBennett 1996; Postma et al. 1996; Arnoldi et al. 1999).
Being a relatively close approximation to the biological neuron, the integrate-and-ﬁre neuron (IFN) model is
a good choice for studying computational properties of
biological neural systems – such as synchrony – by
means of simulation (Gerstner and van Hemmen 1992;
Niebur and Koch 1994; Herrmann et al. 1995; Hopﬁeld
and Herz 1995; Arnoldi and Brauer 1996; Horn and
Opher 1997; Rudd and Brown 1997; Tal and Schwartz
1997; Hansel et al. 1998; Kempter et al. 1998; Lin et al.
1998; Burkitt and Clark 1999; Campbell et al. 1999;
Deco and Schürmann 1999).
As it has been shown in various simulations (Gerstner
and van Hemmen 1992; Herrmann et al. 1995; Pinsky
and Rinzel 1995; Arnoldi et al. 1996; Hertz and PrügelBennett 1996; Marsalek et al. 1997; Rudd and Brown
1997; Hansel et al. 1998; Kempter et al. 1998; Campbell
et al. 1999; Deco and Schürmann 1999), in a multilayered feedforward neural network, consisting of IFN
models, synchronous ﬁring can be achieved in successive
layers, even if the feeding input of the network is not
synchronized itself.
The eﬀect of the synchronization on the ﬁring rate of
the neural population has been investigated in a few
studies (Chawla et al. 1999; Diesmann et al. 1999; Litvak
et al. 2000). In a feedforward network of IFN models, a
more synchronous ﬁring of the neurons in one layer will
feed the neurons in the next layer with a higher input
within a narrower time band. This will happen due to
the increased number of synchronous signals, which
travel from layer to layer. Thus, in the presence of increasing synchronization in successive layers, one might
conclude that the proportion of ﬁring neurons will also
increase successively, resulting in the ﬁring of all neurons
in the terminating layers of the network. On the other
hand, if the input is not strong enough to survive during
its propagation through successive layers, no ﬁring is
expected in the terminating layers. In this context,
Diesmann et al. (1999) have shown that the integrate-
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and-ﬁre feedforward network, fed by temporal patterns,
results in either of two ﬁnal patterns if one considers the
number of spikes in the last layer: one having very few
neurons ﬁring (almost full decay) and the other having a
rich number of ﬁring neurons (nearly full ﬁring). Litvak
et al. (2000) argued that in a long feedforward network
with excitatory–inhibitory balance, the activity after
many layers is independent of the activity at the ﬁrst
layer, concluding that it is not possible to reliably
transmit ﬁring rates. If this is the case, the synchrony of
ﬁring is achieved at the expense of information loss in
the neural activity. The question is: are there alternative
modes of operation that prevent this loss of information?
In this paper, we show that such alternative modes of
operation do exist and are intimately related to the distribution of connecting weights. These modes would result in diﬀerent attractor states. Here, by an attractor
state we mean a ﬁxed point in the number of activated
neurons, a limit cycle, or a more complex state.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the
structure of the network is introduced. In Sect. 3, in a fully
synchronized and noise free condition, the various modes
of pattern propagation in such networks are classiﬁed and
studied by numerical examples. In Sect. 4, a computer
simulation is presented and compared with the theoretical
results. By means of the simulation, the results are
generalized to the more realistic case by incorporating a
spontaneous neural activity and temporal asynchrony. In
Sect. 5, the implications of this work and also conditions
for preventing information loss are discussed.
2 The integrate-and-ﬁre feedforward network
The network studied in this article is a multilayered,
feedforward network, consisting of IFN models. The
number of neurons in all layers is assumed to be equal.
2.1 The neuron model
The IFN model is a simpliﬁed approximation to the
Hodgkin–Huxley neuron model (Koch 1999). The voltage of the IFN changes continuously as a function of its
input, with the rate adjusted to the real neuron’s
membrane time constant. Whenever this continuous
changing potential reaches a certain value (the threshold), an action potential is artiﬁcially inserted, which
simulates the ﬁring event. This is one of the shortcomings
of the IFN compared with the Hodgkin–Huxley neuron
model. Nevertheless, the IFN model is much more
realistic than the classic binary (Ising) neuron models in
which the states of the neuron are discrete.
2.1.1 The voltage dynamics. Assuming that the resting
voltage of the IFN is zero, its voltage varies with time
according to the following equation:
dVil Vil þ Inputli ðtÞ
;
¼
s
dt

ð1Þ

where Vil is the voltage of the ith neuron at layer l, s is
the time constant of the neuron which is taken equal for
all the neurons in the network, and Inputli ðtÞ is the
incoming input to the ith neuron at layer l.
2.1.2 Input. Except for the ﬁrst layer, the input of each
neuron is the weighted sum of the outputs of neurons in
the previous layer, as illustrated in the following
formula:
X l
wij Outputjl1 ðt  tijd Þ ;
ð2Þ
Inputli ðtÞ ¼
j

in which wlij is the weight of the connection between the
jth neuron of the donor layer (layer l  1) to the ith
neuron of the recipient layer (layer l), Outputjl1 is the
spike generated by the jth neuron of donor layer (layer
l  1), and tijd is the connection delay.
For the case of simplicity, in this section we assume
that the network operates in a noise-free condition and
the neurons of the ﬁrst layer are fed by a fully synchronous external input, which makes a certain proportion of them ﬁre simultaneously. As will be shown in
Sect. 4, the results obtained by this assumption are
generalized to the case in which the feeding input is not
synchronous.
2.1.3 Output. A constant threshold value is assigned to
each IFN, which does not vary in time. The thresholds
of the neurons in the network are normally distributed
with th and rth , as their mean and standard deviation,
respectively. Whenever the membrane voltage of a
neuron reaches its threshold, it ﬁres; i.e., generates
a spike which can be represented mathematically by a
delta (impulse) function as
l
Þ ;
Outputlj ðtÞ ¼ dðt  t0j

ð3Þ

l
is the ﬁring time of the neuron, i.e., the time
where t0j
when its voltage has reached the threshold. Immediately
after ﬁring, the voltage of the neuron is rendered zero. In
real neurons the duration of an eﬀective action potential
is short, so the above assumptions on the ﬁring state
(namely setting voltage to zero and using d (an impulse
function) as the ultimate output function) seem to be
relevant.

2.2 Connections
The neurons within two successive layers are fully
interconnected but there is no connection within a layer
itself. There is also no feedback connection from one
layer to the previous layers. All synaptic weights of the
network are constant and distributed normally with

 and standard deviation of rw . When w
mean weight of w
is positive and the distribution is wide, some weights fall
into the negative domain, hence the system contains
 is
both positive and negative weights. Conversely, if w
negative and its distribution increases, some weights fall
into the positive domain. In either case, the inhibitory
excitatory connections will be (partially) balanced.
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As (1) shows, the IFN sums its inputs over time. Thus
a more synchronized input results in a larger voltage in
the neuron so that the ratio of ﬁring neurons in a layer
increases due to progressive synchronization and temporal summation, and we can be assured that this ratio
will go on increasing, ending in the full activation of the
ﬁnal layers. Alternatively, if the input is not strong enough, this ratio will decline in successive layers, ending
in total fading of the ﬁnal layers. Hence, the very same
condition that ensures synchrony causes information
loss.
The important question is: Can one maintain synchrony and at the same time have sparse patterns of
neurons ﬁre in each layer, so that the ﬁnal state is not
independent of the initial state? The answer is that by
adjusting the distribution of the weights this indeed is
possible, and the above two scenarios are not the only
possible alternatives.

which also obeys a normal distribution with mean
l
F l ¼ Vmax
 th ;

ð6Þ

and variance
l
þ r2th ¼
r2F l ¼ r2Vmax

nl1 r2w
þ r2th :
s2

ð7Þ

The number of ﬁring neurons in layer l (i.e., nl ) could
be calculated as follows:
nl ¼ N P ðF l > 0Þ ;

ð8Þ

where P ðF l > 0Þ denotes the probablity of F l being
positive, and N is the total number of the neurons in
each layer. By standardizing the variable F as u:
u¼

Fl  Fl
;
rF l

u0 ¼


F l
s th  nl1 w
¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
rF l
nl1 r2 þ s2 r2
w

th

ð9Þ
3 Possible attractor states

we ﬁnd the number of ﬁring neurons in layer l to be

Assuming that the connection delays are all equal and the
feeding input is fully synchronized, the ﬁring patterns of
the successive layers remain fully synchronous and the
connection delays have no eﬀect in the number of ﬁring
neurons in successive layers. So, in order to simplify the
analysis, we neglect the connection delays.
Assume K ¼ fj1 ; j2 ; . . . ; jnl1 g to be the set of the ﬁring neurons in layer l  1, where nl1 is the number of
ﬁring neurons in layer l  1. Now, we omit the term tijd
l
from (2) and the term t0j
from (3), and simply use t0 to
represent both of them. By merging (1), (2), and (3) and
solving the resulting diﬀerential equation, the voltage of
neuron i in layer l can be calculated as
P

l
w
j2K ij
eðt0 tÞ=s hðt  t0 Þ :
ð4Þ
Vil ðtÞ ¼
s
Evidently, the maximum voltage for the neuron is
achieved at t ¼ t0 , so that
l
Vmax
i ¼

1 X l
w
s j2K ij

nl1 Wil
;
s

ð5Þ

where Wil is the average of the incoming weights from
the previous layer to the ith neuron at layer l. Given
that the weights of the network obey a normal
 and standard deviation rw ,
distribution with mean w
 and
distribution with mean w
the Wil will obey a normal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
standard deviation ðrw = nl1 Þ. So, by (5) it is obvious
l
that Vmax
i has in turn a normal distribution with mean
ðnl1 =
wÞ
Vmax ¼
and standard deviation rV max ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ s
l
ð nl1 rw Þ=s. Clearly, if Vmax
i of the ith neuron is
greater than its threshold, it will ﬁre. In order to perform
a comparison between the thresholds and the Vmax over a
layer, we introduce the following variable F:
l
 th ;
F l ¼ Vmax

l

n ¼N

Zþ1
GðuÞdu ;

ð10Þ

u0

where G(u) is the standard normal distribution function.
Finally, the relation between the numbers of ﬁring
neurons in two successive layers can be obtained as
l

n ¼N N

Zu0

GðuÞdu ¼ Rðnl1 Þ :

ð11Þ

1

It can be seen that the number of ﬁring neurons in each
layer is a function of the ﬁring neurons in the previous
layer. So, for calculating the number of ﬁring neurons in
successive layers one can iterate the function R on itself.
For simplicity of analysis, it is appropriate to assume
that the function R(n) admits a ﬁxed point at n 0 (i.e.,
if no neurons ﬁre in one layer, also no neuron should ﬁre
rth .
in the next layer). This can be achieved if th
Using thresholds with means that are 3 times greater
than their standard deviations will suﬃce. For the following numerical examples, we set the parameters to
s ¼ 10 ms, th ¼ 6 mV, rth ¼ 2 mV, and N ¼ 50.
3.1 Saturation and full decay
Given that n 0 is a ﬁxed point of R(n), if R0 ðnÞ near 0 is
less than 1, then n 0 will be an attractor; otherwise it
will be a repeller. Due to approximations used in
obtaining R(n), R0 ðnÞ at 0 is not well deﬁned. In order
to have an estimate for R0 ðnÞ near 0, we have used R0 ð1Þ
instead. By some reasonable approximations based on
  s th, th ¼ 6 mV and rth ¼ 2 mV, which
assuming w
applies in cases 1–3 below and case 1 of Sect. 3.2 we have
found that R0 ð1Þ will be less than 1 if
rw
c1
;
<
srth N

ð12Þ
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otherwise R0 ð1Þ will be more than 1. The constant c1
depends weakly on the parameters of the model and is
approximately 20 for the range of parameters chosen
here. Before going further, it is worth noting that in the
 , R(n) is a monotonic function for
case of positive w
0 < n  N . Therefore R0 ðnÞ near n 0 predicts the slope
at intersection (if any) to be greater than or lower than
unity.
In the case that R0 ð1Þ < 1, i.e., n 0 is an attractor,
three diﬀerent types of dynamical behavior of the
function R(n) are distinguishable; these are graphically
represented in Fig. 1:
1. By the above argument, when R(n) at n 0 has an
attractor and other ﬁxed points exist, the next one will
be a repeller. An example of this condition is
 ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s, in which the
w
function has three ﬁxed points; two attractors near 0 and
N and a repeller in-between (Fig. 1a). In this case, if the
feeding input of the network has lower number of ﬁring
neurons than the critical number given by the repeller,
the ﬁring state of the network will end up in full decay
pattern in the tailing layers. But if the number of ﬁring
neurons in the feeding input is greater than the critical
value, it will tend to saturation (full-ﬁring state).
 to 0.002 mV Æ s, the ﬁxed points
2. By decreasing w
reduce to two; an attractor near zero and an unstable
attractor near N, which acts as an attractor from the
right side and as a repeller from the left side (Fig. 1b).
That is, when the network is fed by an input having less
ﬁring neurons than this critical number, the ﬁring state
of the ending layers will tend to full decay, while when
feeding it with an initial input having greater than the
critical number of ﬁring neurons, the number of ﬁring
neurons in the successive layers will tend to that critical
value. However this point is unstable, and a small ﬂuctuation may take the network toward its ﬁxed point at
zero.
 , only one attractor ﬁxed
3. By further decreasing w
point will remain at n 0 (Fig. 1c). In this case, the
network results in a total fade state, regardless of the
number of ﬁring neurons in the input layer.

 is negative, considering (9) and (11), the
2. When w
derivative of R(n) will be negative. Also in this case two
ﬁxed points exist, a repeller at n 0 and the other at
intermediate values, say n0 . By some reasonable

3.2 Existence of attractors at intermediate
spike numbers
 , two situations can occur in
Considering the sign of w
this case:
 is positive (
1. When w
w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s in this example), considering (9) and (11), by increasing rw the
slope of R(n) at 1 will become greater than 1, and the
situation described in case 1 of Sect. 3.1 changes to a new
one. This transition occurs when ðrw =srth Þ ðc1 =N Þ and
scales with N (see Eq. 12). In other words, depending on
the total number of neurons in each layer of the network,
the transition occurs. In the example presented here, the
transition occurs at rw ¼ 0.015 mV Æ s (Fig. 2a). In this
new situation, the function R(n) has two ﬁxed points, one
at n 0 and the other one which is an attractor. Note
that in this case, by further increasing rw the attractor
shifts to smaller values (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 1. Graph of the relation between the number of ﬁring neurons in
two successive layers (R(n)) versus the number of ﬁring neurons in the
previous layer (n). a w
 ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s, The
iterative mapping is shown by arrows. For these parameters,
depending on the input pattern, the network has two ﬁnal patterns
(attractor ﬁxed points) which are full ﬁring or total decay. If the
number of ﬁring neurons in the input layer is greater or less than the
unstable ﬁxed point (the intersection of the curve R(n) with the line
n ¼ R(n) (the diagonal) in the middle), full ﬁring or total decay pattern
 ¼ 0.002 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s. The
will result, respectively. b w
graph of R(n) tangents to the line n=R(n). The ﬁxed point near
n ¼ 45 has now become unstable, whereas the ﬁxed point at the origin
 ¼ 0.015 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s. Here the
has remained stable. c w
only ﬁxed point is at n 0. This means that the ﬁnal pattern,
independent of the input, is total fading
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approximations, the condition for the intermediate ﬁxed
point to be an attractor (R0 ðn0 Þ > 1) is

c2
w
> pﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
rw
N

ð13Þ

The constant c2 is approximately )3.8 and is weakly
dependent on the other parameters in the range we have

chosen. Here again, the transition point scales with N; if
 one must increase rw to
N increases, with the same w
maintain the intermediate attractor. For the example
presented here, the above condition will be fullﬁlled
 ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.64 mV Æ s (Fig. 2c).
if w
Increasing rw causes the attractor to shift towards larger
values.
With such parameters, the number of ﬁring neurons
in the tailing layers of the network will converge to a
ﬁxed value, regardless of the number of ﬁring neurons in
the feeding input. This does not mean there is a unique
ﬁnal pattern for the network in this condition (see Sect.
5). Note that the above condition is insensitive to the
threshold distribution parameters. However, if the
magnitude
of the thresholds become many orders larger

th or rth > ð
w N =sÞ , the above condition will change.

3.3 Fluctuation between states with diﬀerent
numbers of ﬁring neurons
It is possible that the number of ﬁring neurons never
converges to a ﬁxed number, but ﬂuctuates and never
ends up in full ﬁring or in total decay. This condition
will be achieved if R(n) has a cycle attractor. This is the
case when the function y=R(n) intersects the line y ¼ x
with a slope less than )1 (Fig. 3b). Considering (13), the
condition for the slope in the intermediate ﬁxed point to
be less than )1 is

w
c2
< pﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
rw
N

Fig. 2a–c. Graph of R(n) versus n for larger values of rw . a
w
 ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.015 mV Æ s. The network has an attractor
ﬁxed point. Comparing with Fig. 1a, this demonstrates the transition
phase of the network. So that except for the input patterns with a very
small number of ﬁring neurons, other inputs will result in ﬁnal
patterns near the attractor ﬁxation point. b w
 ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s,
rw ¼ 0.02 mV Æ s. The transition phase has passed. Here, independent
of the input pattern, the ﬁnal layers have patterns with number of
 ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s,
ﬁring neurons near the attractor ﬁxed point. c w
rw ¼ 0.64 mV Æ s. Another parametrization of the network, leading to
a ﬁxed point. Here the negative weights (inhibitory connections) are
balanced by widening of the distribution

ð14Þ

 is ﬁxed at )0.3 mV Æ s in
So by decreasing rw (when w
this example), the slope of the function R(n) at the nonzero ﬁxed point decreases and consequently becomes less
than )1 (when rw becomes less than 0.6 mV Æ s) and the
situation described in case 2 of Sect. 3.2 changes. Then,
in the new situation, the function R(n) will have a cycle
or possibly a strange attractor; that is, the number of
ﬁring neurons in the successive layers of the network will
ﬂuctuate between various values, either periodically (see
Fig. 3a) or in a multiple periodic/chaotic manner (see
Fig. 3b).
The changes in the network dynamical states as a
function of rw are summarized in a bifurcation diagram
shown in Fig. 4. This ﬁgure demonstrates the borders of
the network dynamics transition from convergence to a
single attractor to a cycle attractor (at rw ¼ 0.10), from
cycle attractor to strange (chaotic) attractor (at
rw ¼ 0.12), from strange (chaotic) attractor to cycle attractor again (at rw ¼ 0.27), and ﬁnally from cycle attractor to point attractor (at rw ¼ 0.59). The above
numeric examples (from case 2 of Sect. 3.2 onwards) for
each behavior clearly lies between these borders and are
shown by arrows in Fig. 4. The ﬁgure also shows – in
many interesting cases (limit cycles with a period more
than two and chaotic behavior) – that many of the attractor points are less than one. As the number of the
neurons is a discrete value, some of these attractor
points will be truncated to zero in a real network and the
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Fig. 3a,b. Graph of R(n) versus n for negative values of w. a
 ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.528 mV Æ s. Comparing with Fig. 2c, the
w
R(n) curve intersects the n ¼ R(n) line with a slope less than )1, so
here – as illustrated by the iterative map (arrows) – the network has a
period-2 attractor. The simulation result (Fig. 5e) as well as the
bifurcation diagram (Fig. 4) show that the number of ﬁring neurons
 ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s,
in successive layers oscillates between two values. b w
rw ¼ 0.256 mV Æ s. Also in this case, the slope of the curve at the
intersection with the line n ¼ R(n) is less than )1, so cyclic or possibly
chaotic behavior will be expected. The bifurcation diagram (Fig. 4)
and the simulation results conﬁrm this expectation, showing
oscillation between more than two values. In this case, the number
of ﬁring neurons in the in ﬁnal layers ﬂuctuates, resulting in richer
possible patterns

network will be trapped in full fading (because n ¼ 0 is a
ﬁxed point). So it is predictable that we cannot see a
long-lasting multiple periodic/chaotic behavior in the
simulation in a noise-free condition. But as we will show
in Sect. 5, the presence of a ﬁnite amount of inherent
noise prevents the network from being trapped in the full
fading condition, and a long-lasting multiple periodic/
chaotic behavior is possible.
4 Simulation
We assess the above discussion through a computer
simulation that was performed on a PC using the Delphi
5 programing language.
In our simulation we studied the time-dependent behavior of a multilayered, feedforward network of IFNs.
This network has 20 layers, each connected to the next
layer. There are 50 neurons in each layer. Intralayer
connections and feedbacks do not exist. The model used

 at )0.3 mV Æ s, rw is changed from 0 to 0.7 to
Fig. 4. By ﬁxing w
obtain the bifurcation diagram. The horizontal axis shows the value of
rw and vertical axis represents the possible numbers of ﬁring neuron
in the tailing layers (attractors). For 0 < rw < 0:1, the system has a
single point attractor near zero. For 0:1 < rw < 0:12, cycle attractors
exist. For 0:12 < rw < 0:27, the system has multiple periodic/chaotic
attractors. For 0:27 < rw < 0:59, the cycle attractors reappear. And
for 0:59 < rw , we have a single point attractor again. The diﬀerent
examples of the corresponding values of rw , which are discussed in the
following demonstrations, are shown with arrows here. This curve is
drawn analytically using the assumption that the network is noise free
and the input is fully synchronized

for the neuron is an integrate-and-ﬁre model. The forward Euler method is used to integrate the diﬀerential
equations in ﬁxed time steps of 0.1 ms. The weights and
the thresholds are drawn from a Gaussian distribution
using a pseudorandom number generator. At the beginning of each run, a number of neurons in the input layer
ﬁre either simultaneously or with a time standard deviation of 3 ms (Diesmann et al. 1999). We then monitor
the progress of the ﬁring patterns in the network.
4.1 Simulation results in the noise-free
and synchronous condition
Figure 5 shows the results of our simulation for the
above-mentioned parameters, which correspond to
Figs. 1–3. It is worth remembering that in the ﬁgures
discussed in the previous sections, the function R(n) was
plotted, which maps the number of ﬁring neurons in one
layer to the number of the ﬁring neurons in its next
layer. However, in Figs. 5–7, in order to show the
dynamic behavior of the simulated network explicitly,
the number of ﬁring neurons in each layer is plotted
versus the layer number. Note that R(n) represents an
average behavior of the network, which is in fact a mean
ﬁeld approximation to the network, whereas the simulations were run for ten samples of parameter values and
connections. This shows that the analysis is robust, and
when large number of neurons is involved the predicted
behavior will be observed.
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Fig. 5a–f. Inputs with diﬀerent numbers of ﬁring neurons are traced
up to the last layer by means of the simulation. The graphs are results
of ten realization of the network with the corresponding parameters. a
w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s, corresponding to Fig. 1a.
Depending on the input, full ﬁring or total fade occurs. So the output
has only two possible patterns. b w ¼ 0.002 mV Æ s and
rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s, corresponding to Fig. 1b. Depending on the
input, the state (pattern) progression diﬀers. If the number of ﬁring
neurons in the input layer exceeds a critical value (the tangent point in
Figure 1b) the network tends to an attractor state near full ﬁring. On
the other hand, if the input number of ﬁring neurons is less than the
critical value, the situation is the same as the total fading state. c w =
0.003 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.02 mV Æ s, corresponding to Fig. 2b.
Independent of ﬁring number in the input, the patterns in successive
layers have the same range of ﬁring number. A full-ﬁring input does
not result in the full-ﬁring state, and inputs with few ﬁrings do not end
up in total fade. This is a suitable network dynamic for producing a
rich number of output patterns. d w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and

rw ¼ 0.64 mV Æ s, corresponding to Fig. 2c. Convergence to a range
of ﬁring numbers is seen. The main diﬀerence with previous case is
that we have more ﬂuctuations. This is because the curve R(n)
intersects the line n ¼ R(n) in a negative slope, so convergence to the
ﬁxed point is achieved through diminishing cyclic patterns (which can
be traced well in the dentate shape of this curve). The inputs with
more ﬁrings result in less ﬁring pattern in the second layer, and vice
versa. e w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 528 mV Æ s, corresponding to
Fig. 3a. The state of the network ﬁnds a cyclic character and does not
converge to a ﬁxed point. Note the oscillations in successive layers
between 1 and 11. In this system some input states fade. Those which
do not, end up to either 1 or 11 ﬁring neurons in the ﬁnal layer. This
does not mean there are only two ﬁnal patterns; rather, a large
number of patterns is possible (see Sect. 5). f w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and
rw ¼ 0.256 mV Æ s, corresponding to Fig. 3b. In this case although
the bifurcation diagrams shows a multiple periodic or chaotic
behavior, this behavior cannot survive for a long range in the
simulation (see Sect. 3.3)
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Figure 5a shows the result of the simulation for the
situation described in case 1 of Sect. 3.1. As expected,
when the number of ﬁring neurons in the ﬁrst layer is
less than the intermediate ﬁxed point, there will be no
ﬁring neuron in the last layers; i.e., a full decay condition occurs. But when the number of ﬁring neuron in
input layer exceeds the intermediate ﬁxed point, the
full-ﬁring state appears in the tailing layers. In case 2 of
Sect. 3.1, a transitional phase was described. As can be
seen in Fig. 5b, the simulation shows the semi-attractor/
semi-repeller behavior of the described ﬁxed point
clearly.
The simulation result for the behavior discussed in
Sect. 3.2 is shown in Fig. 5c and d. In these cases, for
any input pattern the number of ﬁring neurons in the
last layer converges to a ﬁxed value. Note that there is a
slight diﬀerence between the behaviors of the network
when it has a positive mean weight (Fig. 5c) compared
to when it has a negative mean weight (Fig. 5d). In the
former condition, the convergence of the number of the
ﬁring neurons to the ﬁxed point has occurred somehow
monotonically, while in the latter condition, the convergence to the ﬁxed point progresses with a diminishing
ﬂuctuation.
When the conditions described in Sect. 3.3 are imposed on the simulated network, for w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s
and rw ¼ 528 mV Æ s, the predicted ﬂuctuation of the
number of ﬁring neurons between two values (about 1
and 11) in successive layers can be observed without any
convergence to a ﬁxed value, hence indicating a cycle
attractor with period two (see Fig. 5e). But for
w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 256 mV Æ s, a very shortrange ﬂuctuation of the number of ﬁring neurons can be
observed, as predicted in Sect. 3.3 (see Fig. 5f).
4.2 Cases in which noise and asynchrony exist
So far we have analyzed and simulated the network in a
noise-free mode, fed by synchronous input. It is an
important question as to what will happen to the
dynamics if:
1. One feeds the network with asynchronous input.
2. The neurons have an inherent noise.
This will be discussed in this section.
4.2.1 Saturation and full decay. We fed the network with
input patterns having a time standard deviation of 3 ms.
As before, we traced the number of ﬁring neurons (as
well as the standard deviation of each layer with time) in
the successive 20 layers. A number was assigned to each
layer, which is the average number of ﬁrings in 10
network realizations:
1. Figure 6a shows the asynchronous case of ‘‘saturation and full decay’’ (case 1 of Sect. 3.1) with weight
parameterization chosen similar to Fig. 5a. There is no
important modulation but a slower move toward full
ﬁring and more rapid progression toward full decay. The
synchronization in case of full ﬁring is achieved in a few
layers of propagation (not shown). The very same case

then was investigated when each neuron spontaneously
produces spikes in a Poisson manner with a mean frequency of 2 Hz, in additon to the spikes due to their
membrane potential dynamics (see Fig. 7a). It is interesting to note that full saturation becomes much more
rapid; also, full decay is not stable. This is explained by
the ability of noise to prevent the full fading of neurons
and to excite them to produce spikes even in the state of
full fading. The agile movement toward full ﬁring can be
explained by the assistance of noise (spontaneous spikes)
in exciting more neurons in each successive layer, hence
resulting in more rapid full ﬁring. This result is in
agreement with the study of Diesmann et al. (1999).
Nevertheless, gradual movement toward synchrony is
observed and the time standard deviation of ﬁring patterns decreases and reaches a non-zero baseline (not
shown).
2. Figures 6b and 7b demonstrate simulation results
for the case 2 of Sect. 3.1 in an asynchronously fed
network and noisy conditions. In these cases, no informative state remains, i.e., full fading results regardless of
input. Even noise cannot change the dynamics toward
the stabilization, but merely prevents the network from
falling into absolute decay and a noise-dependent
uncorrelated activity ﬁnally remains.
4.2.2 Convergence to a ﬁxed number of ﬁring neurons. Now we turn to the case where the network
reaches a stable state, as discussed in Sect. 3.2. Is this
dynamic robust against asynchrony and noise?:
1. Figure 6c shows the ﬁxed-point convergence behavior (weight parameters as in case 1 of Sect. 3.2) when
the input is asynchronous but noise is absent. Again the
numbers converge and synchronization is achieved after
a few layers (not shown). Figure 7c demonstrates the
same condition with noise. Here the number of ﬁring
neurons in the ﬁrst few layers is higher than the noisefree case. The number of ﬁrings gradually shifts toward
the stable state, but this is still higher than in the noisefree case.
2. Figure 6d shows the ﬁxed-point convergence behavior (weight parameters as in case 2 of Sect. 3.2)
when the input is asynchronous but noise is absent.
Here again, with negative mean weight the ﬁring numbers tend to a ﬁxed value. The second layer gains a
larger number of ﬁrings compared with the synchronous case in Fig. 5d. In the presence of noise (see
Fig. 7d), the ﬂuctuations are more irregular but the
convergence behavior still exists. It is worth noting that
gradual synchronization also occurs in this condition
(not shown).
4.2.3 Fluctuation between patterns with diﬀerent numbers
of ﬁring neurons. Figure 6e shows the network behavior
for w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.528 mV Æ s, with an
asynchronous input and in the absence of noise. As in
the synchronous case in Fig. 5e, cyclic behavior is
observed, but the second layer exhibits a greater number
of ﬁrings. Figure 7e shows the same condition in the
presence of noise. Note the larger amplitude of oscillation between two limits.
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Fig. 6a–f. The simulation results for the same parameters as for
Fig. 5, but with an asynchronous input pattern having a time
standard deviation of 3 ms. a w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s.
Feeding the network with an asynchronous input does not change
the dynamic behavior of the ﬁring state, and the full-ﬁring or fulldecay behavior remains. b w ¼ 0.002 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s. In
this case the asynchrony of the feeding input causes the network to
end up in full fade, regardless of the number of ﬁring neurons in
the feeding input. c w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.02 mV Æ s. The
asynchronous feeding input does not change the convergence

behavior in this case. d w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.64 mV Æ s. The
asynchronous feeding input caused a rise in the number of ﬁring
neurons in the second layer, but the convergence behavior remains
unchanged. e w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.528 mV Æ s. The cyclic
character survives in the case of an asynchronous input. Here
also, an asynchronous input causes a rise in the number of ﬁrings
in the second layer. f w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.256 mV Æ s. As
Fig. 5f, there is no long-range survival in the case of multiple
periodic or chaotic behaviors. However, it lasts longer than the case
of Fig. 5f

Figure 6f shows the network behavior for w ¼ )
0.3 mV Æ s and rw ¼ 0.256 mV Æ s, with an asynchronous
input and in the absence of noise. Comparing with the
synchronous case in Fig. 5e, although the ﬂuctuations
survive longer, they also fade oﬀ ﬁnally in this case. As
discussed in Sect. 3.3, this fading is due to truncation of
the attractor values less than 1. Figure 7f demonstrates

the network dynamics for the same weight parameters in
the presence of noise plus a asynchronous input. It is
important to note that in this condition, a long-lasting
irregular (multiple periodic/chaotic) ﬂuctuation can be
observed. The reason for this long-lasting ﬂuctuation is
that noise cancels the truncation eﬀect; i.e., noise reveals
the multiple periodic/chaotic behavior of the network.
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Fig. 7a–f. The simulation results for the same parameters as Figs. 5
and 6, with an inherent Poisson noise (spontaneous ﬁring) of 2 Hz for
each neuron in every layer. Again, the input pattern has a time
standard deviation of 3 ms. a w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s.
The noise and asynchrony do not change the dynamic behavior of the
number of the ﬁring neurons, and the full ﬁring or sparse uncorrelated
behavior remains. b w ¼ 0.002 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.001 mV Æ s. In this
case, despite the inherent noise of the neurons the asynchrony of the
feeding input causes the network to end up in relative fading,
regardless of the number of ﬁring neurons in the feeding input. Due to
noise, fading is not complete. c w ¼ 0.003 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.02 mV Æ s.
The asynchronous feeding input plus noise does not change the
convergence behavior in this case. But compared to Fig. 6c, the
number of ﬁring neurons in the heading layers is higher and tends to
the attractor state gradually. d w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.64 mV Æ s.

Here also, the rise in the number of ﬁring neurons in the second layer
can be observed (compared to Fig. 5d, the convergence behavior
remains unchanged except for its more irregular trend. e
w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.528 mV Æ s, cyclic character can be seen
even when noise is added, however it is more irregular than both
Figs. 5e and 6e. Also, here a rise in the number of ﬁrings in the second
layer can be observed. The rise is more than the case in Fig. 6e. f
w ¼ )0.3 mV Æ s, rw ¼ 0.256 mV Æ s. In contrast to Figs. 5f and 6f, a
long-range survival of multiple periodic or chaotic behavior can be
seen. Noise pushes the network from the full fade region (see Fig. 4)
to reveal the multiple periodic or chaotic behaviors. In Figs. 5f and 6f,
the network is entrapped in the values of n less than one, hence this
must be a full fade, but the driving eﬀect of noise prevents a full fade
state. The observed irregularity of the propagation reveals the
existence of multiple periodic or chaotic behaviors
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5 Discussion
As discussed earlier, synchronized ﬁring in each layer of
a multilayered neural network either may produce
powerful input for the next layer, causing a yet greater
number of neurons to ﬁre and thus creating the full
ﬁring state, or may not be able to produce a pattern
strong enough to maintain the ﬁring of the neurons in
the next layers, causing an ultimate full decay. In both of
these extreme conditions, information is lost.
Diesmann et al. (1999) have shown that the dynamical behavior of a feedforward integrate-and-ﬁre network
results in two attractors: near total fade or full ﬁring
states. This is similar to the results obtained in Sect.
4.2.1. However, we have shown (in Sects. 3 and 4) that
by varying the distribution of the connection weights,
the network can have attractor states which are diﬀerent
from the two extreme conditions. It is worth noting that
our model is simpler than that of Diesmann et al. (1999).
One major simpliﬁcation is that we used an instantaneous response function (d function) in the synapses (as
Hermann et al. 1995; Hertz and Prügel-Bennett 1996;
Marsalek et al. 1997; Koch 1999), while in Diesmann
et al. (1999) the neurons have a ﬁnite voltage rise time in
response to each incoming input spike (a function). The
other simpliﬁcation is that the noise we incorporated in
the network (Sect. 4.2) is in the form of spontaneous
activity; that is, in addition to the membrane potential
dynamics, the neurons generate spikes at random times,
resulting in a low-rate Poisson background activity;
whereas in Diesman et al. (1999) a synaptic noise input is
also present. The eﬀect of these modiﬁcations on the
network dynamics remains to be studied.
As we mentioned earlier, Litvak et al. (2000) have
argued that in a long feedforward network of IFN
models, because of the presence of shared inputs, one
observes that the pattern of activity in the mth layer (if m
is large enough) will be independent of the ﬁring pattern
with which the network has been fed. We emphasize here
that the very means to avoid such undesirable behavior
is to adopt one of the following strategies. First, if the
total number of neurons in each pool is increased and
the ratio of ﬁring neurons remains ﬁxed, the number of
ﬁring neurons in each layer will increase and thus a
larger rV max is obtained (see Sect. 3) in following layers.
Second, with a wider distribution of connecting weights
or a smaller s, one will certainly expect a larger rV max in
the following layers. These strategies increase the possible ﬁring patterns of each pool and make them more
dependent on the input.
In this paper we have shown that such a network can
have various modes of behavior depending on the distribution of its connection weights. In these cases, the
existence of rich dynamics may allow informative processes to be carried out.
It is worth mentioning how information is contained
in the ﬁring pattern of a layer. Consider a layer of N
neurons containing n ﬁring neurons. This ﬁring state can
N
be of
diﬀerent patterns. So the information could
n

be carried by the composition of the ﬁring neurons,
which make up the ﬁring pattern. However, ﬁring states
consisting of N or 0 ﬁring neurons (full-ﬁring or total
decay states) can have only one combinatorial pattern,
and so are poor from the information content viewpoint.
So when the number of neurons in the ﬁring patterns of
the network converges to an intermediate ﬁxed point (as
described in Sect. 3.2), they may contain information.
The same is true for a cycle attractor. In the case of the
multiple periodic/chaotic state, the network beneﬁts
from a ﬁnite amount of noise to reveal this rich behavior, which is hidden in the noise-free condition (see Sect.
4.2.3).
In the case of convergence to a ﬁxed-point attractor
state, depending on the number of ﬁring neurons in the
tailing layers (n), the number of all possible patterns in
N
the last layer is
, while the number of all possible
n
N
< 2N , a kind of
patterns in the ﬁrst layer is 2N . As
n
categorization of input into output may occur. In the
case of limit cycles a similar analysis applies. Whether
this kind of classiﬁcation will be functional in practice
requires further research; all that can be shown for now
is the presence of some new attractors in synﬁre chains,
which are diﬀerent from the states of total decay and full
activation found earlier by others.
Here we must note some of the limitations in generalizing the above results to the more complex models of
the neural system. When trying to generalize these results to a network consisting of Hodgkin–Huxley neuron
models, one must consider some diﬀerences between the
IFN and the Hodgkin–Huxley neuron models. The IFN
used in our model is an oversimpliﬁed model of the
neuron, in which the diﬀerent phases of activity (integration of the input and spiking) have been artiﬁcially
separated and the threshold value is explicitly imposed
in this model, while in the Hodgkin–Huxley model,
diﬀerent phases of activity are not separated and the
threshold value is implicitly embedded in the equations.
Hence, it does not seem to be straightforward to generalize our above analysis to the case in which the
thresholds are not explicit values. However, when
treating a single train of spikes in the network, our
reasoning may not be impaired signiﬁcantly, as the
implicit thresholds can be assumed to be normally
distributed.
We should also remind the reader that we did not
generalize our analysis to the case in which the network
is fed by a number of successive patterns instead of a
single one. However, even with our simpliﬁed analysis it
is clear that a feedforward integrate-and-ﬁre network
can transmit informative spike patterns, thus it can be
trained for pattern processing applications. The proper
learning algorithms for such a network remain to be
studied in further investigations.
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